Acheson Hero Scarf

Cast on 46 stitches. Slip last stitch of each row knit-wise. 10 tassels will work better than the original 12 at this gauge (one strand of each color).

Omit for Seasons 12.5, 13 and 14

* When the stripe was removed, the end was placed wrong side up for the graft. See site for more detail.

** Knit 2 rows of first tan section.
**Acheson Hero Scarf**

**garter ridge version**

Garter ridge counts are half the usual row counts (i.e. 2 rows = 1 garter ridge).

Approx. yardage:

- S12: 126 (121-189)
- S12.5: 136 (126-105)
- S13: 109 (136-79)
- S14: 79

**aran**

Cast on 46 stitches. Slip last stitch of each row knit-wise. 10 tassels will work better than the original 12 at this gauge (one strand of each color).

**Omit for Seasons 12.5, 13 and 14**

* When the stripe was removed, the end was placed wrong side up for the graft. See site for more detail.

**Knit 1 garter ridge of first tan section.**